
Date:  March 30th, 2022 

Subject: Tgard™ 210 supply issue update and second source qualification notification   

Dear Laird valued customers:  

Laird continues to experience tight supply of a filler raw material used in Laird product 
Tgard™ 210.  Unfortunately, this situation has not resolved itself and Laird has had to 
push out lead times and delay orders. Laird thanks you for your understanding as we 
work towards permanent corrective action of this supply chain issue. 

As a next step towards permanent corrective action, this letter is being provided as 
advanced “notification of change” to all customers that use Tgard™ 210 of the 
upcoming qualification of a new raw material source to replace the current filler.  Laird is 
in final stages of qualification and scale-up of this new source and plans to bring on this 
supplier by end of April 2022 with product name Tgard™ 210B. The qualification of the 
new source will be a long-term resolution to the supply shortage difficulties.   

Due to circumstances beyond our control, Laird cannot guarantee customers the option 
to remain with the old filler.  It is imperative that qualifications happen within 60 days of 
receipt of samples.      

Laird does not expect this change to impact the product in form, fit or function. Upon 
request Laird will supply samples and a summary of testing results used to qualify this 
alternate source.  If you need additional assistance in qualifying this change for your 
application, please contact your local Laird salesperson.          

Thank you in advance for your support in this matter.  If you have additional questions 
regarding this letter, please contact your local Laird sales representative. 

Mark Wisniewski 
Product Director -Thermal  
Laird Performance Materials*  
DuPont Electronics & Industrial 



Part number Changes: 

EOL P/N Description New P/N Description 

A17913-08 Tgard 210,A0 17”x17” A18500-01 Tgard 210B,WHT,A0 17”x17” 

A17913-09 Tgard 210,A1 17”x17” A18501-01 Tgard 210B,WHT,A1 17”x17” 

A10113-80 Tgard 210,A0 14”x16” A18500-01 Tgard 210B,WHT,A0 17”x17” 

A10113-81 Tgard 210,A1 14”x16” A18501-01 Tgard 210B,WHT,A1 17”x17” 

A14445-01 
Tgard 210,A0 
SE,17.0x16.0in,OG,OG

A18462-01 
Tgard 210B,WHT,A0 
SE,18x17.5IN,OG,OG

A14445-02 
Tgard 210,A1 
SE,17.0x16.0in,PP,OG 

A18498-01 
Tgard 210B,WHT,A1 
SE,18x17.5IN,OG,OG 

A15037-004 
KIT,Tgard 210,A0 
TO243,1000pcs

A15037-013 
KIT,Tgard 210B,WHT,A0 
TO243,1000pcs

A15038-004 
KIT,Tgard 210,A0 
TO220,1000pcs

A15038-013 
KIT,Tgard 210B,WHT,A0 
TO220,1000pcs

A15427-004 
KIT,Tgard 210,A0 
TO238,1000pcs

A15427-013 
KIT,Tgard 210B,WHT,A0 
TO238,1000pcs


